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Abstract
Given a Boolean function f provided as a black-box with n variables,
this paper will propose a quantum algorithm for testing if a certain vari-
able is junta or ǫ-far from being junta. The proposed algorithm constructs
another black-box using two copies of the provided black-box. The con-
structed black-box is used with the partial diffusion operator in an am-
plitude amplification technique to test whether the variable being tested
is junta or not, using O(√2n) queries to the constructed black-box. The
proposed algorithm considers a Boolean function of general form, contrary
to relevant algorithms proposed by others.
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1 Introduction
A k-junta function is a function of n input variables which depends on at most
k unknown variables out of the n variables for this function, where k ≤ n. The
problem of finding whether a Boolean function is a k-junta function or ǫ-far
from being a k-junta function is, for example, considered a typical problem
in machine learning in which there is often no way to explicitly discriminate
relevant features to the learning process of an unknown function from other
irrelevant features [1, 2]. Therefore, it is necessary useful to use an adequate
algorithm for testing whether an unknown function is a k-junta function or not,
before engaging in running any k-junta learning algorithm.
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Quantum computers [3, 4] are inherently probabilistic devices that promise
to execute some types of computations more powerfully than classical coun-
terpart. Many quantum algorithms have been presented, for example, P. Shor
introduced a quantum algorithm [5] for factorizing a composite integer into its
prime factors in polynomial time. L. Grover gave an algorithm [6] for search-
ing an unstructured list of 2n items with quadratic speed-up over algorithms
running on classical computers.
Bernstein-Vazirani’s algorithm [7] is one of the earliest quantum algorithms,
which dealt with the oracle identification problem, where it is required to identify
an unknown linear Boolean function given as a black-box. The complexity of
such problem is measured by how many queries are required to know the exact
form of the function itself. Using classical computations, it would require O(n)
oracle calls, however, it is solved using only a single query to the oracle using
Bernstein-Vazirani’s quantum algorithm.
In 2007, Atıcı and Servedio introduced a quantum δ-property tester [8] for
k-junta Boolean functions using O(k/δ) quantum queries and based on Fourier
sampling [7]. As well, they introduced an algorithm for learning a k-junta to
accuracy δ that usesO(δ−1k log k) quantum examples andO(2k log δ−1) random
examples.
Floess et al. introduced a Bernstein-Vazirani based algorithm [9] for find-
ing the set of input variables that a Boolean function depends on, followed by
an amplitude amplification algorithm [6] to increase the success probability of
finding those variables. Floess et al.’s junta tester runs in O(2n) oracle calls.
As well, Floess et al. proposed quantum algorithms for learning which vari-
able resided in a linear, quadratic or cubic terms in the function, only with the
assumption that each variable appears in, at most, one term.
Li and Yang presented a quantum algorithm [10] which evaluates the influ-
ence of a variable on a Boolean function, using O(1) steps of Bernstein-Vazirani
algorithm. Li and Yang also discussed a probabilistic algorithm for learning
quadratic and cubic functions of simple forms.
Ambainis el al. introduced a quantum algorithm [11] for testing k-junta
Boolean functions. Ambainis el al. quantum algorithm is based on an algorithm
that solves the group testing problem [12]. This k-junta algorithm is found to
require O˜(
√
k/δ) oracle call to the tested function which represents a quadratic
speed-up over the quantum junta property tester in [8].
The aim of this paper is to propose an algorithm to test whether a variable
xi in a Boolean function f provided as a black-box with n input variables is a
junta variable or ǫ-far from being junta. The proposed algorithm can identify
whether a variable xi in the function f is relevant or not, using a new function
g which is constructed from the given black-box. The new constructed function
g is, then, used with an amplitude amplification algorithm based on partial
diffusion operator to increase the success probability. As well, the algorithm
works on any class of Boolean functions with probability of success at least 2/3.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts a quantum search al-
gorithm with more reliable behavior for both known and unknown number of
matches. Section 3 introduces the construction of a new function g using the
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original black-box which will facilitate the junta property testing. Section 4
presents the proposed algorithm. Section 5 describes the performance of the
proposed algorithm when testing any Boolean function regardless of its form.
Section 6 compares the proposed algorithm with other relevant algorithms, fol-
lowed by a general conclusion in Section 7.
2 Quantum Search Algorithm
Let’s consider having a list L of N = 2n items, that has an oracle Uf which
is used to access those items. Each item l ∈ L is labeled with an integer
{0, 1, ..., N − 1} and mapped to either 0 or 1 according to any certain property
satisfied by l, i.e. f : L→ {0, 1}. The search problem is to find l ∈ L such that
f(l) = 1.
L. Grover introduced in 1996 a novel approach for solving this typical prob-
lem with quadratic speed-up over classical algorithms [6]. The algorithm pro-
posed by Grover exploits quantum parallelism by preparing a uniform superpo-
sition which represents all the possible N items, marks the solution using phase
shift of −1 using the oracle Uf then amplifies the amplitude of the solution using
inversion about the mean (diffusion operator). Grover’s algorithm has shown to
be optimal [13] with high success probability if there is exactly one item l in the
list L that satisfies the oracle Uf , and required approximately π/4
√
N iterations
for that particular case [6]. Grover’s search algorithm was generalized by Boyer
et al. for known multiple matches M that satisfied the oracle Uf , i.e. ∀j, for
which 1 ≤ j ≤ M ≤ 3N/4, f(lj) = 1, and the generalized Grover algorithm is
found to require a number of π/4
√
N/M iterations [14]. In addition, in the case
of unknown number of matches M , an algorithm is presented to find a match
[14]. It was found that the generalized Grover algorithm fails in the case of
M > 3N/4 [14, 15].
Younes et al. introduced a more reliable algorithm [16] in the case of multiple
matches than the generalized Grover algorithm, for 1 ≤ M ≤ N , and for fewer
matches, the algorithm runs in quadratic speed-up similar to the generalized
Grover algorithm.
In the following section, Younes et al.’s algorithm for both known and un-
known number of matches M will be reviewed since they will be used in our
proposed algorithm.
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2.1 In Case of Known Number of Matches M
|0〉 /n H⊗n
Uf Y
/n
|0〉 ︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(
√
N/M)
Figure 1: Quantum circuit for the quantum search algorithm [16].
For a list L of size N = 2n, the steps are as follows:
1. Prepare a quantum register with n+ 1 qubits in a uniform superposition
|ϕ〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
l=0
|l〉 ⊗ |0〉. (2.1)
2. Iterate the algorithm for π/(2
√
2)
√
N/M times by applying the partial
diffusion operator Y on the state Uf |ϕ〉 in each iteration, such that it
performs the inversion about the mean on a subspace of the system, where
Y = (H⊗n ⊗ I)(2|0〉〈0| − In+1)(H⊗n ⊗ I). (2.2)
At any iteration q ≥ 2, the system can be described as follows [16]:
|ϕq〉 = aq
N−1∑
l=0
′′(|l〉 ⊗ |0〉)+ bq N−1∑
l=0
′(|l〉 ⊗ |0〉)+ cq N−1∑
l=0
′(|l〉 ⊗ |1〉). (2.3)
where,
aq = 2〈αq〉 − αq−1, bq = 2〈αq〉 − cq−1, cq = −bq−1, (2.4)
〈αq〉 =
((
1− M
N
)
αq−1 +
(M
N
)
cq−1
)
. (2.5)
and
∑ ′
indicates the sum over all desired states, and
∑ ′′
indicates the
sum over the undesired states.
For this algorithm, the success probability is as follows [16]:
Ps =
(
1− cos (θ))(sin2 ((q + 1)θ)
sin2
(
θ
) + sin2 (qθ)
sin2
(
θ
) ), (2.6)
where cos
(
θ
)
= 1−M/N ; 0 < θ ≤ π/2, and the required number of iterations
q is given by:
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q =
⌊ π
2θ
⌋
≤ π
2
√
2
√
N
M
, (2.7)
where ⌊ ⌋ is the floor operation.
The algorithm of Younes et al. [16] is noted to be slower than the generalized
Grover algorithm [14] for smallM/N by
√
2, yet Younes et al. algorithm is more
reliable with high probability when handling the range 1 ≤ M ≤ N than the
generalized Grover algorithm that covers the range 1 ≤M ≤ 3N/4.
2.2 In Case of Unknown Number of Matches M
The previous section described Younes et al.’s algorithm in case of known num-
ber of matches M [16]. However, it is difficult to apply that quantum search
algorithm (even generalized Grover algorithm [14]) without knowing the number
of solutions M , because the algorithm is sensitive to the number of iterations
which depends on the number of solutionsM to the problem itself. Younes et al.
described an algorithm [16] similar to [14], that handles the searching problem
in case of unknown number of matches M , which is as follows for 1 ≤M ≤ N :
1. Start with m = 1 and put λ = 8/7.
2. Choose a positive integer s uniformly at random such that s < m.
3. Apply s iterations of Younes et al.’s algorithm on the state:
|ϕ〉 = 1√
N
N∑
l
|l〉.
4. Measure the register assuming its output is t.
5. If f(t)=1, then the problem is solved and exit. Otherwise, set m to the
minimum between λm and
√
N and go back to Step 2.
Grover algorithm is employed in [14] to find solutions when M is unknown,
and the estimated solutions grow exponentially when M > 3N/4 [14, 15]. How-
ever, employing Younes et al.’s algorithm for finding a solution when the number
of solutions is M , requires O(
√
N/M) when 1 ≤ M ≤ N which is better com-
pared to using the generalized Grover algorithm [14].
3 Constructing the Oracle Ug
In this section, the oracle Uf will be used in a specific way to fit the purpose of
finding whether the variable xi in the function f is junta or not before applying
the amplification algorithm. In addition, We will provide a method to view and
analyze the modification proposed.
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3.1 Variable Negation
Any Boolean function f in positive polarity Reed-Muller form [17] of n input
variables, and N = 2n can be written as follows:
f(x0, x1, · · · , xi, · · · , xn−1) =
N−1⊕
q=0
bqPq , (3.1)
where
Pq : product term
bq =
{
0 : product term Pq does not exist
1 : product term Pq exists
.
Let’s define fx¯i such that,
fx¯i = f(x0, x1, · · · , xi−1, x¯i, xi+1, · · · , xn−1) , (3.2)
and gffx¯i as follows,
gffx¯i = f ⊕ fx¯i
= g(x0, x1, · · · , xi−1, xi+1, · · · , xn−1)
=
Q−1⊕
β=2n−i−1
cβPβ , (3.3)
where Q = 2n−1, cβ = bµ and µ is the bit representation of the βth term of size n
bits but only with the bit at position i equals to 1, i.e. µ = β0β1β2 · · ·βi−11βi+1 · · ·
βn−1. It should be noted that gffx¯i will decompose the function f to a lower
order general function and the variable xi in question will disappear from the
definition of gffx¯i .
A quantum circuit for the oracle Ug can be constructed as follows: Ug =
Ufx¯iUf , if the variable exists in at least one term in the function f , and if xi is
junta, then Ufx¯i = Uf and then Ug = In, where In is the identity matrix of size
2n × 2n. An illustration of this circuit is shown in Figure 2.
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| x0〉
Uf Uf
| x1〉
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
| xi〉 X X
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
| xn−2〉
| xn−1〉
| 0〉
Figure 2: A quantum circuit for the proposed oracle Ug.
It is noted that the variable xi in question will disappear from the general
expression of gffx¯i . For further elaboration, let’s study the case of a general
function of 2 inputs which represents all possible 2-variable functions f(x0, x1)
in positive polarity Reed-Muller form:
f(x0, x1) = b0 ⊕ b1x1 ⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0x1. (3.4)
Let’s assume that the variable in question is x1, then
f(x0, x¯1) = b0 ⊕ b1x¯1 ⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0x¯1. (3.5)
It is known that x¯i = xi ⊕ 1, so that
f(x0, x¯1) = b0 ⊕ b1(1⊕ x1)⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0(1 ⊕ x1)
= b0 ⊕ b1x1 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0x1 ⊕ b3x0. (3.6)
Let’s define a new function gffx¯i , such that gffx¯1 = f(x0, x1)⊕ f(x0, x¯1), as
follows:
gffx¯1 = f(x0, x1)⊕ f(x0, x¯1)
= b0 ⊕ b1x1 ⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0x1 ⊕ b0 ⊕ b1x1 ⊕ b1 ⊕ b2x0 ⊕ b3x0x1 ⊕ b3x0
= b1 ⊕ b3x0. (3.7)
Let’s study the case of a simple general function of 3 inputs, which represents
all possible 3-variable functions, f(x0, x1, x2) in Reed-Muller form:
f(x0, x1, x2) = b0 ⊕ b1x2 ⊕ b2x1 ⊕ b3x1x2 ⊕ b4x0 ⊕ b5x0x2
⊕ b6x0x1 ⊕ b7x0x1x2. (3.8)
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Let’s assume that the variable in question is x0, the function f(x¯0, x1, x2)
will be as follows:
f(x¯0, x1, x2) = b0 ⊕ b1x2 ⊕ b2x1 ⊕ x1x2 ⊕ b4x0 ⊕ b4 ⊕ b5x0x2⊕
b5x2 ⊕ b6x0x1 ⊕ b6x1 ⊕ b7x0x1x2 ⊕ b7x1x2. (3.9)
Defining gffx¯i , such that gffx¯0 = f(x0, x1, x2)⊕ f(x¯0, x1, x2), will yield
gffx¯0 = b4 ⊕ b5x2 ⊕ b6x1 ⊕ b7x1x2. (3.10)
4 The Proposed Algorithm
Any general Boolean function can be defined in terms of the variable xi as
follows:
f(x0, x1, ..., xn−1) = f+xi ⊕ f−xi , (4.1)
where f+xi are the terms in the function f which contain the variable xi, and
f−xi are the terms in the function f which do not contain that variable xi.
When preparing the function g = f ⊕ fx¯i , using the new general definition
g = f ⊕ fx¯i
= (f+xi ⊕ f−xi)⊕ (f+x¯i ⊕ f−xi)
= f+xi ⊕ f+x¯i, (4.2)
where f+x¯i are the terms in the function f which had xi and are decomposed to
lower order terms not containing xi. Then the problem is converted to finding
whether g has at least one solution (g 6= 0) or not.
In this section, we will propose the algorithm to test whether a variable xi in
the Boolean function f is a junta variable or ǫ-far from being a junta variable,
utilizing Younes et al.’s algorithm for unknown number of matches and the
property of the Ug oracle discussed in Section 3. The steps of the proposed
algorithm is as follows:
|0〉 /n H⊗n
Ugxi DP Ugxi|0〉 ︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(√N)
Figure 3: Quantum circuit for the proposed algorithm.
1. Prepare gxi = f ⊕ fx¯i .
2. Test whether gxi has a constant term as follows:
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(a) Prepare a vector v = (0, 0, 0, ..., 0) of size n such that all qubits are
equal to |0〉.
(b) If gxi(v) = 1, which means that the vector v is a solution for the
function gxi and this implies that xi exists in a linear term in the
function f . The variable xi will be flagged not junta and then exit.
3. Start with m = 1 and λ = 8/7, where λ, such that 1 ≤ λ ≤ 4/3.
4. Choose a positive integer s uniformly at random such that 0 ≤ s ≤ m− 1.
5. Iterate s iterations of Younes et al.’s algorithm on the state:
|ϕ〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
l=0
|l〉.
6. Measure the register assuming its output is tn.
7. If gxi(tn) = 1, then xi is considered to be not junta and exits.
8. Set m to the minimum between λm and
√
N and go back to Step 4.
5 Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we will discuss the behavior of the proposed algorithm with the
suggested oracle modification mentioned in Section 3, assuming that the oracle
Uf representing the function f is a black-box oracle.
5.1 Affine Functions
An affine Boolean function f with n inputs can be generally represented as
follows:
f(x0, x1, x2, · · · , xn−1) = c0x0 ⊕ c1x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cn−1xn−1 ⊕ cn
=
n−1⊕
i=0
cixi ⊕ cn, (5.1)
where the coefficient ci decides whether the term that has the variable xi exists
in the definition of the function f or not, i.e.
ci =
{
0, if xi is junta
1, otherwise
, (5.2)
and cn describes generally the affinity of the Boolean function, i.e.
cn =
{
0, if the function f is not affine
1, if the function f is affine
. (5.3)
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A linear Boolean function is defined as follows:
f(x0, x1, · · · , xn−1) = c0x0 ⊕ c1x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cn−1xn−1
=
n−1⊕
i=0
cixi, (5.4)
where ci is as described in Equation (5.2) and cn = 0.
Suppose that the black-box oracle represents an affine Boolean function.
This will guarantee that gxi will be a constant function with one of the following:
1. If the variable xi is not junta, i.e. ci = 1, the resultant function will be as
follows:
gxi = 1, (5.5)
which is a constant function that could be easily identified using one eval-
uation of the function gxi as described in the proposed algorithm, i.e.
O(1).
2. If the variable xi is junta, i.e. ci = 0, the resultant function will be as
follows:
gxi = 0, (5.6)
which is a constant function with no solutions which requires O(√N)
oracle calls using the proposed algorithm.
5.2 Nonlinear Functions
Suppose the algorithm is operating on a general nonlinear Boolean function f
which can represented as follows:
f(x0, x1, · · · , xn−1) =
N−1⊕
q=0
bqPq, (5.7)
such that Pq is a product term composed of ~q variables from the set {x0, x1, · · · , xn−1},
such that 1 < ~q ≤ n, and bq dictates whether the term Pq exists or not in the
function definition, then we have the following:
1. If the variable xi being tested is a junta variable, the resultant function
will be a constant function as in Equation (5.6) and will require O(√N)
oracle calls.
2. If the variable xi is not a junta variable, it is guaranteed that the function
gxi will have at least one solution which will be amplified and thus will
require O(√N) oracle calls to be found.
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6 Comparison with Relevant Work
In 2010, Floess et al. introduced an algorithm [9] for finding the input variables
which a given function being tested depend on, based on Bernstein-Vazirani
algorithm. The success probability of finding the junta variables for the given
Boolean function has been further amplified using amplitude amplification al-
gorithm.
Single term Boolean function of order m amplification: A drawback
of Floess et al. algorithm appears when the function being tested is a single
product term Boolean function of m variables such that m ≤ n, which should
be an unknown fact about the function being tested, as follows:
f(x0, x1, · · · , xn−1) = χ, (6.1)
where χ is a product term ofm variables from the set {x0, x1, · · · , xn−1}. In such
case, the number of iterations required for amplitude amplification algorithm
must be estimated because the amplitude amplification algorithm is sensitive to
the number of iterations [14, 15]. Floess et al. showed that for a product of m
input variables, the required number of iterations for amplitude amplification
algorithm can be estimated using a circuit which requires O(2m) oracle calls
[9, 18], which does not provide any speed-up compared to a classical algorithm
counterpart. The proposed algorithm, however, introduces a quadratic speed-up
compared to Floess et al. algorithm, and will require O(√2m) oracle calls.
Multiple terms Boolean function: Whether the decomposed function g is
of a single term or several terms, the expected function calls of the proposed
algorithm is O(
√
N/M), when M is 1 ≤ M ≤ N . However, Floess et al. did
not cover the case when the unknown function f is composed of multiple terms
with different degrees.
7 Conclusion
This paper proposed a quantum algorithm to test if a certain variable of a given
Boolean function f with n variables is junta or ǫ-far from being junta. The
Boolean function is assumed to be provided as a black-box. It was shown that
the black-box Boolean function can be used to construct another black-box with
certain properties, using two copies of the given black-box. Also, it was shown
that the constructed black-box will have no solutions if the variable being tested
is junta, and it will have at least one solution if the variable being tested is not
junta. The number of solutions of the constructed black-box is assumed to be
unknown where an amplitude amplification technique that marks the solutions
with entanglement is used, then a partial diffusion operator is used to find
whether the constructed black-box has at least one solution or does not have
any solutions, using O(√2n) queries to the constructed black-box.
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It was shown that the proposed algorithm can handle any Boolean function
provided as a black-box without any restrictions on the form of the Boolean
function and with success probability at least 2/3, where the relevant work
proposed by others [9] tests certain classes of Boolean functions and the success
probability depends on the form of the Boolean function being tested.
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